
PRINCIPLES OF BIBLE STUDY #16
NUMEROLOGY - PART 1

Genesis 1:1-5, 31; 2:1-3
Luke 12:4-7

Numbers are important to God!  Just as every word of God is measured,
His _______ is no less thoughtful.

● When God uses numbers in the Bible, you can usually observe He
has a very ____________ for those numbers.

● Be careful!  Just as there is truth in the old adage telling us statistics
can be deceiving, don’t get too carried away with numbers in the
Bible!  Just learn to ____________ their use and be _____________
to what they might indicate or cross references they might suggest.

● While God has a purpose in every word He speaks and in every
number He uses, don’t force something that does not naturally
___________ in the context or cannot be clearly seen from
comparing Scripture with Scripture.

ONE - _____________
cf. Genesis 2:24 - Adam and Eve united ___________

cf. Genesis 11:1-7 - the unity of man is most often ______________ God

cf. Deuteronomy 6:4 (John 10:30, 1 John 5:7) - the ____________ united

TWO - _____________
First mention - cf. Genesis 1:16-18 - two great lights to _______________

cf. Genesis 2:22 (2-2-2) - ________ divided into two (man and woman)

cf. Amos 3:3 - “Can two walk together, except they be agreed?” - two not
in ______________ are divided

The major division of the Bible is _______  and ________ - TWO

At the Second Coming of Christ, the ______________________ splits in
two (cf. Zechariah 14:4)



THREE - God’s __________, __________, and _________
Remember the connection between THREE and the power of Christ’s
________________ on the third day.

God is the great __________ in ______ - not three gods but God in three
persons (cf. 1 John 5:7)

cf. Genesis 1:26 - God made man in His own likeness and __________
(spirit, soul, and body) - cf. 1 Thessalonians 5:23)

Consider the illustration principle of ______________ we have already
learned.  There are numerous manifestations of this truth in God’s creation
(cf. Romans 1:20)

FOUR - ? - associated with the __________
cf. Genesis 1:19 - the ____________ creation of the earth was finished on
the 4th day

cf. 1 Chronicles 29:2 - God’s earthly dwelling had four primary materials:
________, __________, __________, and ________

The earthly life of Jesus Christ is told in four ____________

cf. Revelation 7:1 - “four ____________ of the earth” & “four _________”
cf. Revelation 20:8 - “four ____________ of the earth”

● Four cardinal _______________ - north, south, east, west

FIVE - associated with ___________
cf. Genesis 5:5 - first mention of someone ___________
cf. Acts 5:5 - the death of ___________ (5th book of the N.T., 5th chapter)
Instances of men dying by being smote under the fifth _______
(cf. 2 Samuel 2:23, 3:27, 4:6, 20:10)
David chose five smooth ___________ to kill Goliath (cf. 1 Samuel 17:40)
Jesus Christ had five _________ on the cross

SIX - the number of _______
cf. Genesis 1:24-31 - man is ___________ on the sixth day
cf. Exodus 20:9 - man is to ________ six days a week
cf. Revelation 13:18 - “the number of the beast” is “the number of a man”
and it is _____


